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BioFit specialized ergonomic seating solutions
Selecting the right chair is a big deal — just ask the person who
has to sit in it all day. An ergonomic chair can improve everything
from posture to focus to work output. If people are comfortable
while they work, they will work more efficiently. BioFit offers
product lines designed specifically for use in laboratory and
healthcare environments. We'll find seating that suits your staff
and your workplace.

Ergonomics at work
A properly designed workstation can provide maximum efficiency
and durability. BOSTONtec workstations have options to lift, tilt,
rotate, and slide for better task positioning. Work stations feature
height adjustability to support the 5th through 95th percentile
employee in a seated posture and can be made with laminate,
stainless steel, phenolic resin or epoxy surfaces.

Metro Shelving
Metro sterile wire shelving will help organize and contain
products. Metro's fixed and mobile options can also help reclaim
wasted space. Stainless steel wire shelving provides corrosion
resistance and is chemically resistant to a wide range of acids,
alkaloids and solvents.
Kraftwerks Healthcare Solutions

We can help!

What is a clean room?
Having a clean room, doesn't just mean the janitorial staff has
done their daily sweep and wiped down surfaces. A clean room is
one with a controlled environment that has a low level of
pollutants such as dust, airborne microbes, aerosol particles, and
chemical vapors.

Clean rooms have undergone a combination of engineering
design, fabrication, finish and operational controls so they meet
the requirements of the GMP (Good Manufacturing Practices)
code.

Did you know....
Kraftwerks has experience helping clients
in the pharmaceutical industry with their
clean room needs? If you are interested in
creating or updating a clean room, contact
us - we can help!

